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Communicated by the Editors 
Orthogonal polynomials on the multivariate negative binomial distribution, 
(1 + w-” lfi eyx,! 1 r(a + xYr(4, 
1-o 
where 01 > 0, 8, > 0, x = Zxj, B = Z I?, , x0, xi ,..., x, = 0, l,... are con- 
structed and their properties studied. 
INTRODUCTION 
One generalization of the negative binomial to higher dimensions is given by 
the distribution 
(1 + ,)-a-, fi f$+j! qa + x)/r(a), 
t 1 5-o 
where a > 0, 0, > 0, x = C,” xj , 0 = Ci ~9, , x0 , x1 ,..., x9 = 0, I,... . 
The aim of this paper is to generalize the Meixner polynomials on the negative 
binomial distribution to a set of orthogonal polynomials on the distribution (1). 
If k is any vector the notation k = Et Ki will be used, and at times the parameters 
of a function will be suppressed to avoid cumbersome notation. 
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GENERATING FUNCTION 
Define a set of functions {q(X)} by 
G(X, w) = c mk(x) wp *** @/(ko! *** k,!), 
k>‘J 
(2) 
= (1 - Wo)-X--a fi (1 - wo(l + q/e + i $)w@ 
i=O Li=l 
where {w(j);j = 0, l,...,p} is a complete set of orthogonal functions on {Si} with 
~(0) E 1 and the summation is taken over ki = 0, l,..., j = 0, l,..., p. The 
domain D of w is given by C,” af2wi2 < 1, where ao2 = (1 + 0)/e, 
aj2 = 2 v,o’)‘ei , 
i=O 
Let &(w) = 1 - w,(l + 0)/e + C,“=, vij’euj . Then 
EG(X, w) G(X, v) = EE jW - wo)(l - ~o)l-~-~ 5. Pi(w) ~,Wlx” I Xj 
= Ew - w,)(l - ~o)i--x [i.m4 w w]x 
= [cl + e)(i - w,xl - vo) - go fvdw) ipa 
Thus Em,,(X)m,(X) = S,,,ai’o a** ayd,! ... k,! Q + k)/+), 
8ht = 
I 
; 
if h # k, 
if h = k, 
and ML(X) = {r(,)/(r(, + k) k,! ... k,!)}1/2a;“o ... a;“m,(X) are the ortho- 
normal functions. 
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TRANSFORM 
Denote E!(X)S~ e.. e byf*( s ) f or any function f for which E 1 f (X)1 < co. 
It is straightforward to show 
G*(s, w) = [(I + e)(l - WJ - i eisi (1 - WO(l + e)/e + i Vj%lj)/-E, 
i=O j=l 
= I(1 + e - so) - (1 + w - so) wo!e - gl sj~jl-ay 
where S, = CL0 sidit.f’,j = 0, l,..., p. Thus 
m,*(s) = ap(i + e - soy-k (e - sop (fi s;j) r(a + k)p+). 
j=l 
COMPLETENESS 
Suppose Ef (X)M,(X) = 0 for every index vector k, then this is equivalent to 
Ef (X) G(X, w) = 0 for all w E D. 
This means that 
gf (x) J-(a + 4 n cwi!) = 0, 
i=O 
where& =i9,(1 - ~~(1 + ~)/O+~j”=I@~j}/(l - w,J(l + @,fori=O, l,...,p, 
which is a one-to-one and onto transformation of w on account of the complete 
orthogonal functions (&r> on (6,). H ence Ef (X) Mk(X) = 0 for every k > 0 
is equivalent to f (x) = 0 for all x. 
Let e,, be the vector &,), h = 0, l,...,p. It will be shown that {wz~,,~+~~~X); 
K = 0, l,..., Y = 0, l,...} is a complete orthogonal polynomial set in X0 and X 
alone if and only if w:j’ = ~!j’ = a.* = vi’ and wt’ # w:j’. 
To prove this, write X0 = Y, , X = Y, Xi = Yi for i = 2,3 ,..., p in (2). 
Then, for any w. and wj , 
G(Y> wo , Wj) = c mkeo+7ej(X) WokWj’/k!Y! 
k.r 
= (1 - wo)-Y-~ (1 - W,(I + eye + v~)wj)yo 
- (1 - wo(~ + e)je + vG)w.)Y-Yo 13 
*fi[l+ 
(@ - .(j)) w. 
I 
Yi 
i-2 1 - W,(I + 8):/e +Lywj * 
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If+’ = . . . = &) p and v:j’ # #I, then the result is obvious and conversely if 
G(Y, wo , wi) is a function of Y and Y, for any Ys ,..., Y, , w,, and wj; then 
this implies 
fj P + (v,(i) - 1” v  3)) Wj/{ 1 + ws( 1 + q/e + $‘Wj}] yi = 1, 
which gives vij’ = vi” for i = 2, 3,..., p and vy’ # v:j), because otherwise, 
it will be a function of Y only. 
POLYNOMIAL STRUCTURE 
Define the degree of a multidimensional polynomial 
to be the degree of the polynomial Ca q(a)@. 
If xj = c;=s v$xi ) j = 0, l)...) p, then any polynomial of degree 8 in X 
is a polynomial of degree 6 in x, and vice versa. 
Ex$l . . . x~G(X w) 
= E 1 q,X'P)G(X, w) 
B<8 
= & a&a + p - 1)‘s’ fi [el (1 - W&l + We + 5 &$~ 
j-1 
= (a + 6 - l)(a) fi 1 -f v,(zbi (1 - wo(l + eye + f v!)w,) 18' + ww) 
z=o i-o j-1 
= (a + 6 - i)(8) e”yi - w,(i + e)jep fi @W;Z + H(W), 
Z=l 
where {as) is a set of constants and H(w) is a polynomial in w of degree at most 
6 - 1. Thus&3 .a. &4&(X) = 0 if either K > 6, or k # S with K = 6, which 
implies that 
A&(X) = c,& -.. x2 + Q(X), 
where clr is a nonzero constant and Q(X) is a polynomial of degree at most K - 1. 
The above representation means that (M,(X)} can be constructed by applying the 
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Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process to the sequence 
1 , x$lxl”’ . . . x2, x$3xp . . . bv xp >‘*a, 
where each of the products is distinct, 
C ai < C bi < **a and the ordering when 1 ai = 1 b, is arbitrary. 
Clearly, the ML(X) are polynomials of maximum degree K and if P,,(X) is any 
polynomial of degree h < K, then EM,(X) P,(X) = 0 and so any other set of 
orthogonal polynomials {IV,,(X)} can be written as 
Nh(x) = c (EN,(x)Mlc(x))Mk(x). 
k=h 
RUNGE-TYPE IDENTITY 
Suppose XI and X, are independent random vectors having the distribution (1) 
with parameters q and oza , then 
G(X, + X, , w; al+ 4 = GW, , w; 4 G(X, , w; ~4. 
Thus 
ml@, + x, ; ‘% + %) = 1 (t) ‘-• ($ mh(xl ; ‘%> ml(& ; ‘%& 
h+l=k 0 
A Runge-type identity holds for a class of polynomials and the reader is referred 
to Eagleson [I] for background material. 
BILINEAR SUMS 
Define 
ghtx> Y) = c Mk(x) Mk(Y)* 
k=h 
The transform of gb(x, y) is 
g,*(s, t) = [qa + h)p+) h!](l + 0 - Lso)-“h (1 + e - To)-=-h 
- IV - so&J - TON + we + il &T,/aizjh, 
= [qa + h)p+pq(i + e - sop (1 + e - To)-= 
. 11 - [cl + 0) - f 4s,ti]/(i + e - s,)(i + 8 - z-0)/h, 60 
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where 
s5 = f eis,vy, Tj = f Qvi’j’, j = 0, I,2 ,...) p. 
i=o i=O 
Thus gh(x, y) is invariant under any choice of {v(j)}. 
If {Ark(X)} is any other orthonormal polynomial set 
gi&e, y> = 1 %(X) NC(Y)> 
k-h 
and if R(x) is a polynomial of degree n, then 
R(x) = c -%(x, X) R(X). 
h<n 
POISSON LIMIT 
Suppose Bi -+ 0, (Y + co while ol19~ -+ pLi , 0 < pi < co, i = 0, I,..., p. It is 
easily shown that the distribution of X converges to that of p + 1 independent 
Poisson random variables with means pFLi , i = 0, l,..., p. Further suppose 
,-l&) + q.Q), i = 0, 1 0 ,..., p, j = 1, 2 ,..., p and {@} is complete on {pi}; then 
G(X, a-‘~) -+ 2’0 fi (1 - wo/~ + 2 u:~‘w$~, 
i=O j=l 
which generates a complete set of orthogonal functions on the limit distribution. 
NORMAL LIMIT 
If LZ -+ co, while 9 remains fixed, the distribution of Y = (X - ole)/cW 
converges to that of p + 1 normal random variables with variances 
e,u + e,),..., e,u + 4) 
and covariances BOB1 ,..., e,,e, . 
G(alIPY + are, ~1-1/2w) + exp (i rljwj - i $ ai2wj2), 
5=0 3=0 
where q. = -Y/B, v3 = ---Cr=, Y,vjj), j = 1,2 ,..., p. 
The limiting generating function generates the product set of Hermite- 
Chebycheff polynomials on the independent normal variables vo, qi ,..., Q, . 
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GAMMA LIMIT 
Suppose Bi + co, B+/8 -+ vi , i = 0, l,..., p and 6W -+ 0,j = 1,2 ,..., p while 
01 remains fixed. 
The distribution of X/0 converges to that of a random vector Y; where 
Yi = vi2 and 2 has a gamma (a) distribution. 
G(dY, w) + (1 - w&-~ exp{-vZwJ(l - wO)}, 
which generates the set of Laguerre polynomials on 2. 
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